STRINDBERG
of the ^ majestic in modern
Strkdberg-this man, who,
- like Dante, J^n'i-S^£>Id £f W°rld in Poeti7
of his terrible exp^^S^^^S whole S^OSSt o
disillusionment is run through-^^^i^^	of his
love and marriage, his descent into the Ini/e±no, his
battling with the dark powers.   And the hfcphisto-
phelian tempter is at his elbow.    The Unknown,
Ahasuerus, on whom lies the curse of curses, the
who in his arrogant despair has defied God,
returns to the bosom of the Church, creeps humby*ic5
the Cross, to find rest at last in a convent for his
storm-tossed soul.    From To  Damascus^ the whole
modern expressionist drama of northern Europe takes
its beginning.
Convalescence came; and it would be unfair to
leave Strindberg's life with the impression that it went
down in unmitigated tragedy. It was given to him to
write in his last years not a few masterpieces of prose
fiction, which stand out against the lurid background
of his own sufferings, and which stay and redeem the
rapidly approaching bankruptcy of European realism;
it was given to him to write a series of wonderful
historical dramas, which have pointed the way to a
new approach by the artist to the poetry of a nation's
past. I have, alas, no time to discuss these historical
dramas ; but I sometimes think they represent
Sttindberg's most valuable and positive contribution
to the imaginative treasure-house of Europe. If the
historical drama ever comes into honour again, I am
sure these works of Strindberg will have a great share
in the revival. By the irony of things., Sweden—
whose literature is so extraordinarily empty of dramatic
works—came, as it were, to the rescue, when the
European theatre stood on the brink of dissolution and
ruin. I should like too to have dwelt on the imagina-
tive splendour—so much deeper, so much more
spiritual, than in the days of Lucky Peter—of the
dream-dramas of these later years. I should have

